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Restaurante Sausalito, Valencia, Spain

THE COMPANY
The Airclos brand has over 35 years’ experience in manufacturing
enclosure and sun protection systems. From our production centre in
Spain, our company develops, manufactures and distributes a wide range
of products across the world.
How we do it
We are able to design, distribute and install our products anywhere in the
world thanks to our integral customer service:
1. Our team of technical specialists studies and designs the best solution
for each project in a unique and exclusive way.
2. We give technical support to our clients during all phases of the design
process allowing us to make any necessary modifications once a site
survey has been carried out. This service can also be included in the
proposal once the initial project has been defined.
3. Airclos is able to provide a complete installation services, which range
from the envoy of a project manager to oversee the installation, or the
possibility of sending a team of fitters anywhere on the world.
4. All of the above enable our clients can ensure the correct installation of
our systems with a full Airclos guarantee and comprehensive after-sales
services.
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Seaview, Stavanger, Norway

KEY FACTS
Panoramic views and maximum visibility
Glass walls comprising of independent glass panes that slide along at any
angle, allow a space to be fully opened.
As it is an all-glass system with no vertical framing, it helps to protect rooms
and terraces, while maintaining full panoramic views and architectural
style of the building’s facade.
The system includes transparent weather strips between the glass panes.
This increases its protective capacity and achieves total transparency
even when the system is closed.
The glass panes can be up to 3 m high and 1.2 m wide.
High strength
This system is manufactured with 10 mm tempered glass to significantly
increase its mechanical (bending, compression, impact ...) and thermal
characteristics.
In case of breakage, the safety glass will shatter into small pieces,
preventing the risk of accidents and injury.

Transparent joints
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Grand Pier, Weston-super-Mare, United Kingdom

We carry the series you need
Choosing the right series and configuring its different features mean we
can create systems tailored to each project’s needs.
The main differences are in the aperture type, as you can choose between
stackable and sliding series.
Similarly, your installation can be configured with an overlapping floor
guide, with a flush floor guide or even without a lower guide. The latter
two options are particularly interesting when it comes to passages ways
and business areas.
Custom finishes
Customising glass finishes provides special effects such as increased
solar protection.
In addition, the aluminium profile finishes can be customised to suit the
look you are aiming for.
Accessories
System capabilities can be greatly expanded through the various add-ons
such as lock and key systems.

Locks available for the different series

Knobs and handles available for
the different series
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Casa Trabanco, Gijón, Spain

SERIES APILABLES
E45
Stackable series arranged by independent glass sheets. To open, the
panes slide towards the end to stack all together, leaving the space
completely free.
Allows installation with embedded or overlapping tracks.
A35
Stackable series arranged with separate glass panes. To open, the panes
slide towards the storage area to stack all together, leaving the space
completely free.
A special feature of this series is its unique storage area, comprised of
a steel drawer placed at the end where the panes stack. So, once the
system opens, all the panes hang from the top in this area, enabling the
system to be installed with no need for a bottom guide.
This bottom guide-free option is particularly valuable in commercial
areas and businesses, leaving entrances fully accessible. Plus, it enables
installation with embedded or overlapping tracks.

Serie E45

Serie A32
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The Lazy Pig in the Pantry, Chesham, United King-

SERIE CORREDERA
E20
Sliding series arranged with glass panes. To open, the panes slide towards
one or both ends, leaving the space completely free.
Thanks to its special design, up to 3 m high and 1.2 m wide glass panes
can be used.
Allows installation with embedded or overlapping tracks.

Serie E20
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Restaurante Aqua, Tenerife, Spain

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Frameless Sliding Glass Walls
Series

E45

A32

E20

Aluminium | Glass

Aluminium | Glass

Aluminium | Glass

RAL | Anodised | Wooden

RAL

RAL | Anodised | Wooden

Right | Left | Both

Right | Left | Both

Right | Left | Both | Variable

-

Yes

-

Compensating profile systems

Yes

Yes

-

System of curves, angles, shapes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Upper

Upper

Lower

Translucent joints

Yes

Yes

Yes

Recessed lower frame

Yes

Yes

Yes

Overlapping lower frame

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

Yes

-

Maximum enclosure height

2750 mm

3000 mm

3000 mm

Anchura máxima hoja de vidrio

800 mm

800 mm

1200 mm

Glass thickness

10 mm

10 mm

10 mm

Frame base size

51 mm

51 mm

Depende del número de carriles

Material
Profile finishes
Opening
Frames with fold area

Bearing type

No lower frame

Please consult us for other options and accessories not mentioned in the table.
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European Aluminium Systems S.L.
Avenida Europa, 103
12006 – Castellón de la Plana, Spain
Phone: (+34) 964 260 849
E-mail: info@airclos.com
www.airclos.com

